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Chapter 151: Self-awareness of Leek 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

Wow~ 

The sound of the water stopped, and the lazy cat walked out of the bathroom with his headband holding 

his hair. 

Back to the room, I found Qin Yu was not there. 

Coming to the living room again, Lazy Cat looked suspiciously at the guest bedroom with the door closed 

on the opposite side. 

Although guess what is going on! 

But they don't want to mess around while they are still there, right? 

Hesitating to step forward, Lazy Cat suddenly heard a movement in the kitchen. 

With two bottles of water in her hand, Qin Yu walked out of the kitchen with a smile. 

"Are you thirsty?" 

Unscrew the bottle cap and put it to her mouth, and the two returned to the master bedroom together. 

Qin Yu closed the door with his feet. 

About five or six minutes later, there was another noise in the kitchen. 

Jiang Xiaoshan, with loose hair, sneaked into the guest bedroom quietly with her hands on slippers, feet 

on her feet. 

... 

Lingling~ 

The harsh phone ring awakened him, and Qin Yu opened his eyes to see that it was still dark outside. 

Pick up the phone, the number on it is from a foreign country. 

"Hello!" Pressing the mute button, Qin Yu went to the balcony to answer the call. 

"My good brother, Qin, it's me." 

It was Old Qiao, his tone had a certain depressive heaviness, but he still couldn't conceal the excitement. 

"Old Joe, Xia Guo is 4 o'clock in the morning." 

"I know, my brother, but I have to tell you that I'm so excited." 

"It's started." Qin Yu knew why he was calling at this time. 

In fact, he was also waiting for Old Joe's call. 



However, Qin Yu originally thought he would call in the morning tomorrow, and never thought that the 

other party was a bit too excited. 

New Zealand, what else could make Old Joe so excited besides it. 

"Yes, we caught Barclays and they are selling the New Zealand dollars in their hands." 

Since arriving in the corrupt country and entering the market, Old Joe has been staring at the large 

financial institutions in the corrupt country. 

As soon as Barclays took action this time, his people found out. 

After following along, Old Qiao found that the three major financial institutions of Corruption, Barclays, 

Royal Scotland and HBOS, were all selling the amount of New Zealand dollars held in their hands. 

It's just that they are very careful in their actions, and the three agencies take turns to sell. 

Try to avoid being aware of the truth! 

"Tomorrow will be a big day." 

Regarding the details of the ‘insider information’, Qin Yu only selectively told him. 

Only he himself knows the specific time and what will happen. 

However, the Wells Fargo bankers had already acted before anyone announced the discovery of the 

‘stolen’ New Zealand currency. 

This means that the system will not supplement what happened ‘before the message date’. 

After rushing back, the Wells Fargo banker took the lead. 

So, is it related to them behind the ‘stolen’ recovery of the New Zealand currency? 

"Old Joe, pay attention to safety, you are now on the territory of a corrupt country." 

It is necessary for Qin Yu to remind him to watch out for wolf dogs around him. 

"I stay in my own building. The firepower here is enough to destroy an army." 

Old Qiao showed off with a big laugh, and the whole building was his people. 

Even if there is any danger, he has several different backup plans to ensure that he can leave safely. 

Besides, as the political center of a corrupt country. 

No one would want to see a cruel war happening here. 

If Huguo really wanted to do something to him, Old Qiao promised that only regret was left to them 

afterwards. 

Knowing that he was fully prepared, Qin Yu was no longer wordy. 

Hanging up the line, a ray of morning light jumped out of the horizon. 



Its daybreak! 

... 

September 18th, five o'clock in the afternoon. (Nine o'clock in the morning) 

A piece of news spread wildly on the Internet like a virus, ‘someone found the stolen New Zealand 

currency. ’ 

The number is astonishing, at least tens of thousands. 

Along with this news, a short video also appeared on social networks. 

The video is short, and the content inside is a Pinguo notebook. 

There are also three hard drives of the same brand. Someone connects the hard drives to the computer. 

Then, the previous rumors were confirmed that someone really found the'lost' New Zealand currency. 

The founder of New Zealand coin held a press conference at 12 noon two hours later. 

Publicly declared that ‘the video is real and effective. According to the video, this lucky person has 

indeed found the New Zealand coin, but the specific origin needs to be investigated. ’ 

In addition, he hopes to be able to talk to the other party face to face about the handling of these New 

Zealand coins. 

Everyone knows that such a large amount of New Zealand currency, if it suddenly floods the market. 

What kind of result will it cause! 

Retail investors are always blind, the first time they find that the situation is not good. 

The market was affected by this news, and the price of New Zealand currency began to fall on a small 

scale. 

But then someone discovered that the market value of the New Zealand currency was falling faster and 

faster. 

You don't need to ask to know that some big villagers have begun to sell on a large scale. 

The frightening thing about panic is that it is inherently contagious and spreading. 

At first sight, the retail investors started to sell, and then they also started to sell. 

Those who were hesitant and firm began to inquire about the news with their contacts, wondering how 

bad the situation was. 

Soon, all kinds of good news came to my ears. 

Let those who hesitate strengthen their confidence, this is just a momentary price fluctuation. 

The price of New Zealand currency will soon break through the new peak again. UU Reading 

www.uukanshu.com will wait to make a fortune at that time! 



The clever leeks smiled at Fengyun, anxiously waiting for the moment when the situation turned over. 

Until the price falls below the buying price, greed and the losses that have been caused, coupled with 

the inner fluke and blind self-hypnosis, make them more determined that they must not be chaotic at 

this time. 

It is impossible to toss, wait for the price to come back. 

When the time comes, those who sell off the road can only look at their own fortune, and they will be 

jealous! 

Fall, fall, fall, fall... 

When the leeks noticed something was wrong, the sky-big plate fell from the sky and landed vertically. 

哐~ 

The leeks were hit and dizzy, their noses and faces were swollen. 

Looking at the ‘wealth’ in my hand, I can’t wait to give myself two big mouths at this time. 

Unfortunately, no matter how you do it, you can't change the facts that have happened. 

The New Zealand currency fell below the 20,000 U.S. dollar mark, and more than 50,000 New Zealand 

coins poured into the market. 

The situation was completely out of control, and the job of queuing on behalf of the rooftops came 

again. 

... 

Sitting in the cafeteria and eating fried rice, what I heard in my ears was all about New Zealand dollars. 

Since the price fell below the 20,000 mark yesterday, the market has been in panic. 

At this time, everyone just wants to get out of the New Zealand currency as soon as possible, and its 

price continues to fall. 

Various economic experts and professors appeared on the Internet and TV. 

Absolutely not mentioning the crazy flattery before, and began to point the country in the mist. 

To sum up, just two words: don't speak human words! 

"Brother Yu." Yan Er said gratefully in a low voice, "Thank you." 

"My brother, don't be so polite." Qin Yu smiled and waved his hand. 

"Okay, boss, I'll talk about it when I go back. There are so many people." Shen Dong touched him and 

motioned for him to go back and talk about something. 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

So-and-so has suffered a miserable loss, and so-and-so is going bankrupt now. 



XX has already made people go to the rooftop to line up... 

In short, most of what I heard around was such news, and Yan Er ended the topic clearly. 

If this goes on, it will be a little bragging. 

He is not afraid of being beaten, he just feels a bit immoral! 

Although he didn't say the following words, the expression in his eyes when he saw Qin Yu explained 

everything. 

‘Brother Yu deserves to be Brother Yu, if it weren’t for him, I would lose miserably this time! ’ 

When Yan Er bought, the price had soared to 205,000 large summer coins. 

He bought a total of seven and spent all the small vaults he had accumulated over the years. 

I originally wanted to follow the trend and make a fortune, but who would have thought that the wind 

direction suddenly changed within a few days of starting. 

If Yan Er had thought before, he would definitely not sell it at that time. 

Fortunately, Qin Yu reminded him many times, before leaving, in the dormitory especially once again. 

This made Yan Er change his mind and found a high point he wanted to sell decisively. 

In fact, when it was sold, he still had a trace of reluctance in his heart. 

Especially when seeing the price break through 30,000 again, the trend is more violent. 

But looking at it now, he doesn't feel regret at all. 

Only luck is left in my heart. 

Fortunately, he didn't hold on to his own opinions, so he kept the small vault he had saved for more 

than ten years. 

After eating and returning to the dormitory, Yan Er couldn't wait to close the door. 

He pulled Qin Yu onto his bed, "Brother Yu, what do you think will happen to the market next?" 

Sitting cross-legged on the bed, Yan Er's eyes stared as big as a light bulb. 

Shen Dong and Hou Kun were also by their side, looking at him directly. 

"This matter cannot be explained clearly in a word, anyway, brothers, remember, don't touch the digital 

currency again." 

Cut it apart and analyze it, it's definitely not enough. 

Qin Yu can tell them only one thing, don't touch the digital currency anymore. 

Since the ‘inside information’ has been said, the global digital currency is ushering in a cold winter. 

It will definitely not be able to defrost in a short while. 



As for when you can raise your head again, it depends on the response and attitudes of all countries in 

the world. 

The relevant policies that will be promulgated in the future, the wind is blowing over there. 

... 

After leaving the bedroom, Qin Yu drove straight to the Shanghai Opera Academy. 

After waiting in the parking lot for a while, Lan Yue and Wen Yaxuan appeared in front of the car 

together. 

Seeing Qin Yu taking it out of the car with a big pocket and a small pocket, Wen Yaxuan said helplessly: 

"Mom said I don't want to cook today." 

"It's okay, I'll do it, you are responsible for giving me a hand." Lan Yue responded in a posture. 

Wen Yaxuan just pretended not to hear her irresponsible answer. 

Except for Jiang Xiaoshan, none of the three of them are good at cooking. 

They only have to lay hands on people, pick vegetables, and wash vegetables. 

Even cutting vegetables and garnishes may not be done well. Want to be a chef? 

"Um... I let Sister Zhu come and do it." Wen Yaxuan took the lead and walked to the staff building. 

"Who is Sister Zhu?" Without Qin Yu speaking, Lazy Cat had already asked him for help. 

"Sister Zhu Ying is the daughter of Doctor Bai. She has lived here recently." 

"Living in the staff building?" Lazy Mao was surprised. 

Teacher Shen is a privacy-conscious person, how could he agree to let strangers live in the house? 

"Sister Zhu Ying is an orthopedic doctor, helping her mother to regulate her body!" 

Then they understood that it turned out to be helping Shen Bing recuperate his body. 

Humhhhhh! 

Carrying vegetables and running upstairs, Wen Yaxuan knocked on the door: "Mom, Qin Yu is here to 

eat." 

Looking back at his helpless expression, Wen Yaxuan smiled extremely happily. 

The door opened, and a small smile appeared on the face of Bingberg, which was particularly apt to 

Shen Bing's name. 

In fact, if it weren't for someone familiar with her, she wouldn't be able to tell that she was smiling at all. 

That was the joy when I saw my daughter and Lan Yue. 

As for Qin Yu... 



Not expelling him on the spot was the result of Shen Bing's best restraint. 

"Sister Shen, is there a visitor at home?" The strange woman followed the voice. 

On the map in front of me, the red dot was beating frantically. 

Scanning analysis system: 

Zhu Ying: 

Age: 35. 

Height: 171cm. 

Weight: 52.4kg. 

Specialty: Sportsman, Orthopedic Health Care, Doctor of Medicine. 

Face value: 93↑. 

Body: 95-. 

Mood value: 75↑. 

Favorability: 65↑. 

Freshness: 87-. 

Miracle belief value: 0 

Analytical data: He has a high level of medicine, is familiar with orthopedics expertise, and is good at 

bone setting health, his hands are dexterous, and have incredible effects! 

Oh~ 

"Hello, Zhu Ying." 

"Qin Yu, Lan Yue's boyfriend, Xuan Xuan's friend!" 

After meeting and saying hello, Qin Yu planned to go to the kitchen to help. 

"You and Yueyue accompany Dr. Zhu. There are me and Xuanxuan in the kitchen." Shen Bing carried the 

dishes and walked into the kitchen. 

Making a grimace at the two, Wen Yaxuan reluctantly followed. 

"Doctor Zhu is an orthopedic surgeon?" Qin Yu found out that Zhu Ying had been looking at herself with 

strange eyes. 

"Yes, although it is not as professional as German orthopedics, it is not much worse!" 

Zhu Ying's eyes were smiling, and she looked towards the kitchen in a pointed way. 

"Cough!" He cleared his throat with his hand in his mouth. Qin Yu knew that he had met his 

opponent~www.mtlnovel.com~ It is more wrong to say more than to say less. 



At this time, Qin Yu's terrain is more complicated, and the situation is even more unfavorable for him. 

So it's better to wait until the time is right, and then it's not too late to come and learn! 

Qin Yu thought so, but it didn't mean that Zhu Ying would cooperate with his ideas. 

In fact, Zhu Ying at this time was full of curiosity and desire for discovery. 

Qin Yu didn't see her in the hospital last time, but she did see Qin Yu. 

If I remember correctly, when my mother mentioned him that time, she said that he was Wen Yaxuan's 

boyfriend. 

How to meet again, he became the boyfriend of this girl named Lan Yue. 

However, this girl named Lan Yue looks really beautiful! 

Is there any big melon in it? 

Zhu Ying's heart was already ignited with raging gossip, and she couldn't wait to hold Shen Bing for a 

long conversation all night. 

But she also knew that even if she asked Shen Bing herself, she couldn't tell why. 

The past few days have given her an in-depth understanding of Shen Bing's character. 

No wonder my mother would use "cold beauty" to describe her, it is really cold enough. 

"How did you know each other?" After discovering Qin Yu coughing, Zhu Ying stopped speaking, and Zhu 

Ying pointed her target at Lan Yue. 

"It's fate!" The lazy cat shook his head cutely with his innocent big eyes. 

Zhu Ying was dumbfounded by her answer, her chest seemed to have countless words to say, but she 

was held back when she came to her mouth. 

Uncomfortable, too uncomfortable! 

Seeing her constantly changing expression, Qin Yu turned his back on the person who was smiling in his 

heart. 

Thinking that a lazy cat looks innocent is a lie, then you are really looking for the wrong person. 

This girl's cuteness is only on the outside, she is smart in her heart! 

If anyone really treats her as a fool, he will find a sad fact in the end: The clown is me! 

Chapter 153: Doctor Zhu's curiosity 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

She touched a soft nail on the'little white rabbit', and Zhu Ying was very quiet during the meal. 

"Doctor Zhu, eat more vegetables!" Shen Bing picked up a piece of abalone for her and put the 

chopsticks back. 



Her temper is cold, but she knows who treats herself well. 

Zhu Ying deliberately turned down the following propaganda activities and ran to the house to nurse 

herself. 

Whether the other party cares or not, she must keep this love in her heart. 

"By the way, Sister Zhu, you can also show Lazy Cat after dinner!" 

Wen Yaxuan put down the dishes and looked at Lazy Cat and said, "Lazy Cat is a student of my mother. 

She has been learning dancing for more than ten years. If there is any hidden injury, it will be better to 

find the treatment early. 

Wen Yaxuan's statement was justified, and she was also after Shen Bing appeared this time. 

Only then did I truly realize how serious the root cause of Xuewu’s illness would be. 

As a good sister, Wen Yaxuan naturally didn't want to see it one day, and Lan Yue was also troubled by 

her body's illness. 

"Good." Zhu Ying agreed. 

Instead, Lan Yue whispered: "I'm pretty good, my own body knows it." 

Unfortunately, facing Shen Bing and Wen Yaxuan who agreed with this matter. 

She is weak and dare not even resist. 

Shen Bing picked up her eyes, and she was only obediently obedient. 

That look of resignation, sucking~ 

After dinner, Wen Yaxuan went to wash the dishes, and the others came to Shen Bing's room together. 

This is the first time she has invited a man into her room in more than two decades. 

If it weren't for Zhu Ying said: "Let him come together, whatever the circumstances, it will be convenient 

for later care." 

Shen Bing said nothing would let him in. 

The layout of the house is very simple, with a table by the window and chairs tucked under the table. 

The entrance to the wall is a closet with two doors, which has been seen for a few years. 

In the middle is a double bed with navy blue sheets and the same color as the duvet cover. 

Light and elegant! 

"Go on the bed." Zhu Ying asked Lan Yue to lie down on the bed, and began to squeeze from top to 

bottom inch by inch. 

The focus is on the neck, shoulders, waist, knees, ankles and various joints. 

Whenever Lan Yue yelled pain, she would stop and press several times. 



In the eyes of outsiders, it seems a bit intentional. 

The inspection process didn't take long, and Zhu Ying soon said that she could get up. 

"How is it?" Qin Yu asked, and Shen Bing was also waiting for an answer. 

She is also very concerned about herself as an ‘apprentice’ + a ‘student’. 

"It's okay, it's all minor problems, there are no major problems!" 

Zhu Ying first reassure them, but there are some problems that need to be paid attention to. 

"It's like her joints are already showing signs of damage. If you don't pay attention to it, it will be very 

troublesome in the later stage." 

"So what is the protection method?" Shen Bing asked first. 

Seeing her eagerness, Zhu Ying was really surprised. 

She thought that with a personality like Shen Bing, she didn't know how to be anxious or how to care for 

her. 

"Training should be moderate. If you feel sore and swollen, you must rest in time." 

"In addition, some medicines, hot compresses and other methods can be used." 

"Of course, if you have the conditions, you can buy some instruments that can help repair." 

As soon as the voice fell, Qin Yu put the phone in front of her: "Doctor Zhu, what do you need to buy?" 

Such a refreshing attitude made her look high. 

Although it is not clear whether Qin Yu is the Sea King, this care and generosity will really add points to 

the image. 

"Aren't you making too much fuss?" Lan Yue whispered while holding the Totoro doll that I found from 

nowhere. 

"Be obedient." She put her big hand on her head and shook it lightly. 

The voice of resistance was not at all muted instantly. 

‘Forget it, just be a lazy cat. ’ 

Zhu Ying selects suitable repair equipment and some suitable health products on the Internet. 

For these things, she deliberately chose the best brands. 

Zhu Ying didn't know why she did it, she just wanted to see if Qin Yu was really as generous as he 

showed. 

"Well, although the price is a bit expensive..." 

Tap your finger to complete the payment, and the fingerprint verification pops up. 



The fingerprint turns from blue to red, and the payment pops up successfully. 

Huh~ 

More than 60,000 yuan is so gone. 

ヽ(゜Q.)ノ? ? ? 

Can anyone tell me what happened? 

"Is this enough?" Qin Yu asked after turning off the screen and looking at her. 

"Ah, yes..." Zhu Ying responded blankly. 

She hasn't figured it out yet, what's the situation? 

Did you make a mistake, so...what is going on? ? 

"What did you buy?" Lan Yue was a little curious about what she chose. 

Handing the phone to her, Qin Yu casually said: "I didn't see it, it seems to be all instruments!" 

He glanced at it when he paid, but he didn't see it clearly. 

Not to mention more than sixty thousand, as long as Lan Yue needs it, sixty or six million is not a 

problem. 

What is money? 

It's just paper, and the flower is right. 

Thinking of the more than 10 million spent in Hermes, Yu suddenly found out that he was out of money. 

Small expenses like today are okay, and the daily basic salary is more than enough. 

Understand the daily income of 200,000 yuan? 

But if you encounter a place where you need to spend a lot of money, won't you have to pull your hips? 

‘You have to swipe it as soon as possible! ’He also has a ‘Gourmet Critical Strike Cashback Card 2*. ’ 

‘I...’ Zhu Ying had a mouth and got stuck in her throat and couldn't spit it out. 

What is the origin of this young man? 

What family is this? 

I don't even look at it when I buy something, and I don't ask for the price. 

Is the consumption of young people so rich now? 

"A lot of things." Lan Yue flipped through the mobile phone order and leaned to Zhu Ying's side and 

asked how to use it. 

Zhu Ying told her how to use and precautions in detail. 



Xu is getting acquainted, and Lan Yue's attitude towards her is getting more and more kind. 

This girl is like this, as long as she is really good to her, she can easily become friends with each other. 

"Sister Zhu, what exactly is your doctor's job?" 

Several people sat in the living room chatting, Qin Yu took his cell phone and went out. 

Dial the numbers of Brother and Li Xiao in the corridor. 

"Hey, brother, what are you up to?" 

"Uh…" 

Li Xiao seemed to be stuck in his throat, and then dragged his hoarse voice in response for a long time: "I 

just woke up, I drank too much last night." 

"That's right, today I invite everyone to dinner, you gather people together, let's eat something light." 

Qin Yu plans to arrange the place in the Huajiao shop, and the dishes are very light. 

It has characteristics, beauty and nutrition, which is suitable for people with hangovers. 

"Wait for me to take a shower first, and I will call you back later." 

Li Xiao's head is still a mess now, he has to take a shower and wake up. 

... 

Half an hour later, Li Xiao called back. 

"Eight people, two women and six men, plus you for a total of nine." 

"I'll arrange it and send it to you." 

Sending the location of the Huajiao shop to Li Xiao, Qin Yu took Lan Yue's hand and asked, "Are you 

really not going with me?" 

"Are there any women?" Wen Yaxuan rushed to ask with a grin~www.mtlnovel.com~ and said that there 

are two women, who should be their companions. " 

Hearing what he said, Wen Yaxuan immediately encouraged Lan Yue to follow her. 

"I really won't go. It's good to talk to Teacher Shen and Sister Zhu here." 

Lazy Cat Nuonuo's refusal made Wen Yaxuan unable to lift her energy. 

She wanted to follow, but she didn't have to ask, just by looking at Shen Bing's eyes, she knew that she 

would not agree. 

"Why don't you call sister Wanxing and ask her to accompany you." 

After hearing Wen Yaxuan's suggestion, Lan Yue's eyes flashed with color. 

At the beginning, it was Li Wanxing who asked her to accompany Qin Yu as a landlord. 



Only then did I give myself away inexplicably. 

Now, the party she refused is replaced by Li Wanxing. Will the things that happened in the past happen 

again? 

Could it be that this is the so-called ‘one drink, one peck, it’s already doomed. ’ 

Perhaps, I should take the initiative to send myself out. 

Thinking of the ups and downs these days, Qin Yu's thoughtful love for himself. 

For the first time, Lan Yue had the impulse to make the relationship between the two of them go 

further. 

If you let Qin Yu know what she thinks at the moment, you must hug her and walk home. 

What kind of rice is there to eat, the most fragrant rice can be as delicious as a lazy cat? 

Originally, according to Brother Yu's plan, he would eat the lazy cat when he came that day. 

But she was interrupted by her sudden injury. 

In the next few days, the lazy cat who resumed the line dance seemed busy and tired. 

Qin Yu is also busy with school and photography clubs, and has to pay attention to the changes in the 

New Zealand currency market. 

Time is so divorced. 

However, he has made arrangements tonight. 

It just so happens that the lazy cat will rest tomorrow. 

If this weren't the case, how could the two of them have a chance to go to Xuan Xuan's house to have a 

meal. 

Chapter 154: Xu Hao is stupid! 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

Oriental Royal Garden, back street. 

When Qin Yu leaned the car to the side, he saw the R8 already parked there. 

It was Xu Hao's car, and the others arrived first. 

Buzzing~ 

The engine sound coming from behind was Liu Xing's Koenigsegg. 

"Shao Qin." Liu Xing got out of the car and waved. 

The co-pilot followed a stylishly dressed girl. 

Wearing sunglasses, well-dressed, and holding a small handbag. 



At a glance, Qin Yu thought of the words ‘exquisite ladies’. 

"Shao Qin, hello." The girl took off her sunglasses and smiled politely. 

"Hello." Qin Yu smiled back. 

"Sorry, sorry, the door is a bit difficult to close." 

Liu Xing complained to himself: "I will introduce you to Qin Shao, so I don't need to say more." 

"This is our pretty good sister, Xuexue, Yan Xue." 

Several of them have interests in their families, and Yan Xue, who is a peer, naturally joined this circle. 

She doesn't attend the usual gatherings very much. 

This time, Li Xiao made a special confession, saying that he would introduce her a new friend. 

Yan Xue then deliberately dressed up. 

Seeing that the two nodded their heads in greetings, and there was a strange meaning, Liu Xing smiled 

and said, "Go, let's go in and talk." 

Come to the reserved box! 

Xu Hao was not the only one inside, and the girl came in his car. 

"Shao Qin." Xu Hao got up and said hello when he saw a few people walk in. 

"Well, don't you introduce it?" Qin Yu looked at the short-haired girl behind him. 

"This is Li Xiaoxiao, a tomboy." 

As soon as the voice fell, Xu Hao's hand was pressed by the other's back. 

"Who are you talking about?" 

"Ah~ It hurts, Sister Xiao, it's wrong, wrong, wrong." 

Xu Hao instantly admitted that he really couldn't do this tomboy. 

"Xiao Xiao, are you bullying the mouse again?" Before Li Xiao arrived, the voice came first. 

Seeing the little brother coming in from outside, Li Xiaoxiao pushed Xu Hao to let him go. 

Stopped staggeringly, Xu Hao moved his wrist and said: "Brother, you really have to talk about her, she 

is too wild!" 

"Also." Li Xiaoxiao glared her eyebrows, and Xu Hao quickly hid behind her little brother. 

"Well, you two are making trouble separately, Xiaoyu is still here!" 

"Brother, are you treating me as an outsider?" Qin Yu joked. 

Hearing what he said, the little brother immediately stepped away and said to Li Xiaoxiao: "Xiao Xiao, 

just scrap it!" 



Quack, quack! 

Li Xiaoxiao squeezed his fist and walked forward, his joints rang like a firecracker: "I have this meaning!" 

Xu Hao wanted to cry without tears: "Qin Shao, save me~" 

It is impossible to save, Qin Yu greeted everyone to take their seats. 

Yang Chengjun, Ge Qing and Han Hu also followed. 

"The mouse has been cleaned up again?" 

Look at his wilting look, like a frosted eggplant, you don't need to ask to know what's going on. 

"Deserve it." Yang Chengjun said with a cold face. 

"Mouses have too skinny mouths, but people are quite nice." Liu Xing quipped. 

"He, okay?" Li Xiaoxiao, who pointed at Xu Hao, was full of disgust. 

Even he can be called a good person. The society's requirements for good people are too low, right? 

"Cough." Qin Yu coughed lightly, drawing everyone's attention to himself. 

"Let’s just get together today and stop drinking. The maw porridge here is especially nourishing and 

tastes good. It’s just time for everyone to try it!" 

After eating, Qin Yu is waiting for someone to rate him. What if he drinks too much? 

"It's just right, last night was really choking, it will make my stomach feel a little panic." 

Liu Xing rubbed his stomach, frowning, looking particularly uncomfortable. 

One of those present was counted as one. They drank too much last night. 

His proposal is just right. 

"Why did you celebrate last night and drink so much?" 

Ordered to serve, Qin Yu was a little curious about what made them so happy. 

"It's me." Yan Xue, who took off her sunglasses, was a little less indifferent than a thousand miles away, 

and a little more shy and restrained as a girl. 

"Everyone celebrated being single for me last night." Seeing that her face was not so good, it shouldn't 

be a good thing. 

"Come on, let's drink a cup of tea instead of wine to celebrate everyone getting together!" 

Qin Yu immediately changed the subject and did not go to expose the sadness of the girl. 

What else can you do to celebrate being single? It's nothing more than being sad by a scumbag, and it's 

boring to ask too many questions. 

Yan Xue, who was sitting opposite, cast a grateful look at him, and the topic stopped there. 



"Xiaoyu, let's talk alone after dinner?" When the food was served, the little brother clicked in his ear. 

Qin Yu agreed, it seemed that he couldn't help being curious. 

In fact, Li Xiao's ability to endure not asking for so long was enough to surprise him. 

However, the less people know about this kind of thing, the better. 

This only talks about secrecy, so it must be secrecy. 

No matter who asks, it can't be mentioned. As for what to do in the future, that is the future. 

If you think Li Xiao, Xu Hao and Yang Chengjun are reliable enough. 

It's not a big deal to take the three of them to make money in the future, but that's all for later. 

The answer Li Xiao wants tonight is bound to be unavailable. 

The dishes were all on, and there was a knock on the door. 

"Shao Qin, a lady said it was your guest." The waiter opened the door and let Li Wanxing, who was born 

next to him, come. 

"Wanxing." Everyone greeted her enthusiastically. 

"Hi, everyone." Li Wanxing walked in generously. 

Seeing Li Xiao's surprised expression, he amused: "Why, don't you want to see me?" 

"How come, you are our little princess, who doesn't want to look twice." 

Li Xiao glanced at Qin Yu and pointed to the opposite location to make arrangements for her. 

"Then you can't get up yet, I'm going to sit with Qin Yu." Li Wanxing couldn't help but push him away. 

The expression on Li Xiao's face was helpless. 

Xu Hao, who was on the other side of Qin Yu, took the initiative to give her the position so that Li Xiao 

could avoid being driven away. 

"Sister Xiaoxiao, when has Brother Mouse been so bold." 

Sitting in Xu Hao's position, watching him dare to sit next to Li Xiaoxiao, Li Wanxing asked jokingly. 

"His courage has always been great. The body of a mouse, and the courage of a leopard, will be 

pretended to be leaked someday." 

Being sandwiched between two women, Xu Hao was really dumbfounded. 

Why did he forget to read the almanac when he went out today? He must be offending with the air. 

Why don't you get stunned everywhere? 

"Xuexue, are you okay?" Li Wanxing looked at her with sympathy. 

This sister is too innocent, anyone can easily believe it. 



Otherwise, it wouldn't make such a joke, and it's spread all over the circle now. 

"I'm fine, thank you, Wanxing." Yan Xue shook her head and obviously didn't want to mention it. 

"It's fine." 

Li Wanxing also felt that this topic should not be mentioned, and immediately picked up the chopsticks: 

"Why no one moves, I am starving to death." 

"You came in as soon as the dishes were ready. It smells good, right?" Qin Yu picked up a piece of 

barbecued pork and put it on her plate. 

"How do you know that I always wanted to come again after I had it last time." 

Li Wanxing picked it up and put it in her mouth~www.mtlnovel.com~ and praised, ‘this is so delicious. ’ 

Li Xiao watched the interaction between the two. 

My heart is getting heavier and heavier. 

No matter how you look at my little girl, she is a silly person who is falling in love. This girl is afraid that 

she has fallen long ago. 

Li Xiao admitted that Qin Yu is indeed very attractive. 

The person is handsome and in shape...looks pretty good too. 

Young and golden, life experience is a mystery, with a lot of temperament that fascinates girls. 

To be him, it must be Shengge every night and the bridal chamber every day. 

But that must be a woman from someone else's family, not her own little sister. 

Don't talk about double standard, selfish. 

He is it. 

how? 

"Brother, what are you looking at?" Jia Cai saw her brother staring at her, Li Wanxing asked curiously. 

"No, it's okay, I'm fascinated by thinking about things." Li Xiao responded embarrassedly. 

"You eat more, the food here tastes really good!" Li Wanxing stood up and picked him up. 

"Okay, I'll do it myself." 

"Brother, the taste is really good, we have a place later." 

Xu Hao never stopped his chopsticks, and said, ‘why didn’t I find this shop before? ’ 

"Eat, eat, you know how to eat, take care of Xiaoxiao and Xiaoxue." 

Glancing at him angrily, Li Xiao suddenly threw the meat into his mouth. 



Gritting his teeth, as if he had a grudge against the meat in his mouth, and wanted to smash it into 

pieces. 

He was inexplicably stunned again, and Xu Hao was stupid! 

He doesn't want to eat something, why is it so difficult? Are you playing me here deliberately? 

Xu Hao was covered with mist, but Qin Yu understood what was going on. 

He is worrying about Li Wanxing! 

Qin Yu can only say that he has done everything he promised him. 

From beginning to end, he never took the initiative. 

Chapter 155: Zhijie Night 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

"The main course is here." 

Seeing the casserole porridge with flower maw and scallop served by the waiter, Qin Yu introduced: 

"This is the signature dish in the store." 

"This porridge is very delicious." Li Wanxing has already done it himself. 

While drinking the porridge, Qin Yu suggested that everyone come to give a score for the restaurant's 

dishes. 

"I think the dishes in this store are pretty good, especially the marble yam, which must be 10 points." 

Xu Hao pointed to the empty plate in front of him and was the first to take the lead in commenting. 

The rest of the people also spoke and commented on their own, but the younger brother was also full of 

praise for the casserole porridge with flower maw and scallops. 

Although he was a little depressed in his heart, this did not affect his affirmation of the taste of the 

dishes. 

Qin Yu ordered 16 dishes in total, and most people gave it a high score of 9.5. 

The final score was 9.4 points. 

"waiter, Bill please." 

The price of the dishes is not very expensive, but this time Qin Yu ordered the most expensive fish maw 

in the store. 

The unit price of each piece of figurines is: 12,000. 

There are 10 people in total, and they only spent 120,000 yuan on the fish maw. 

‘Use gourmet crit cashback card 2*. ’ 



‘Gourmet Critical Rebate Card 2*: After spending over 100,000 yuan, enjoy the crit rebate that is 1~10 

times the satisfaction of the gourmet experiencer. ’ 

‘Are you sure to use it? ’ 

'confirm. ’ 

‘Congratulations to the host for getting 8 times crit, and the average score of gourmet experience: 9.4 

points. ’ 

‘The amount of cash back this time is 7,52 million yuan, and the source of funds is the Flamingo Fund... 

The funds have been remitted to the CCB Bank’s 5898 account, please rest assured to use it. ’ 

Ding. 

The money has arrived. 

... 

"Qin Shao, what is the next plan?" Liu Xing is a typical night owl. 

This will be enough to eat and drink, and it will be dark soon, it is the time for his spirit. 

"There is no arrangement. Go home to accompany his girlfriend." Qin Yu has arrangements for the 

evening. 

However, there are only him and Lan Yue in this arrangement, and there is no place for anyone else. 

Hearing what he said, Liu Xing fainted instantly. 

"Bro." 

"I have to go home too, the headache just happened." 

After finally feeling better, Li Xiao didn't want to come again. 

Besides... 

Looking at the little girl, Li Xiao would be really upset: "Wanxing, I'll go with you later." 

"What are you doing?" Li Wanxing was a little unhappy. 

She also wanted to go find a lazy cat to play with Qin Yu, and live in the Oriental Royal Garden tonight. 

"I'm looking for something to do with you... Mom and dad miss you too." 

"Oh." 

"I'll go first." Yang Chengjun waved his hand and drove his GT2RS and disappeared into the traffic. 

"Shao Qin, brother, then I'll go first, there is still an aunt waiting for me to deliver it!" 

Xu Hao pointed behind him sadly, Li Xiaoxiao was waiting for him next to R8. 

"Please ask for your blessings!" Qin Yu patted him on the shoulder and said sympathetically. 



Although it was the first time to meet, he could still see that Li Xiaoxiao was interested in Xu Hao. 

These two are either to Huanxi Enemy, or... they have to be enemies, and they don't know each other. 

Don't look at Li Xiaoxiao as a tomboy, this kind of daughter is most proud of her heart. 

The current situation is that she is chasing Xu Hao, once it is completely out of play. 

Her inner pride and self-esteem would never allow her to become friends with Xu Hao. 

"Yes, I will accompany Xuexue back. Today's umbrella is leucorrhea." 

Liu Xing walked towards Koenigsegg in frustration, and the cool models didn't look good anymore. 

If it can't be used to catch a girl, the fun of driving a supercar will instantly be zero. 

"Little brother, Qin Shao, let's go." 

After bidding farewell, each drove away, leaving only the Li Xiao brothers and sisters and Qin Yu to stay 

where they were. 

Today is a small gathering of friends, people gather together and have a familiar face, and the money is 

just incidental. 

"Do you want to know what happened?" Li Wanxing raised his chin in the direction where Koenigsegg 

disappeared. 

"Xiaoyu must have guessed it early, and it's not just about feelings." Li Xiao said casually. 

"That's not feelings, it's good deception," Li Wanxing retorted unconvinced. 

The eldest brother is really disappointing, so that everyone has no gossip fun. 

"Let's talk about it." Qin Yu interrupted quickly seeing the two of them still fighting. 

It was quite simple and speechless, and Yan Xue met a fake rich second generation. 

I found a leather bag company to make a package, bought a set of identities online, and thought of a set 

that sounds pretty good. 

Shao Yi has become a rich second-generation from Shangdu, low-key and capable. 

Being humble and unassuming, he has a special demeanor for people and things, and he is a little 

handsome, so he quickly mixed into small circles. 

When I saw Yan Xue for the first time, I launched a frantic pursuit of her. 

It's another flower delivery, and it's a supercar pick-up. 

Xihan asked Nuan, very concerned. 

It was the first time someone treated herself this way, and Yan Xue, who had no love experience, slowly 

accepted it. 

then…… 



"How much money did you swindle?" Qin Yu asked. 

"what?" 

Li Wanxing looked at him weirdly: "Xuexue is a beautiful woman, how do you know it's not a scam?" 

"Looking at her quiet look, she must have a strict tutoring!" 

The freshness of 95 o'clock, how do you say he knows it? 

Li Wanxing responded with satisfaction: "That is, Xuexue's family has very high expectations of her, she 

is the only daughter of Lao Yan's family..." 

"A total of more than five million were deceived, and they were caught on the same day, and they didn't 

spend much money." 

Li Wanxing's eyes were disgusting, and her tone was full of disgust. 

"It's mainly sad, feeling that sweet love is broken. Prince Charming is actually a poor beggar?" 

Before she finished speaking, Qin Yu finished what she wanted to say. 

Li Wanxing glared at him fiercely: "You are so alike, no wonder you can be friends." 

"It's just as boring, huh!" Li Xiao also said goodbye as she waved her hand towards the car. 

"Brother, didn't you just say something is going on?" Qin Yu asked unexpectedly. 

"It's okay, I'll talk another day." Li Xiao waved his hand without looking back. 

Qin Yu, who was still a little disappointed, looked at the car going away and smiled. 

... 

"Lazy cat, are you home?" With the Bluetooth headset, Qin Yu drove home. 

"I'm still at school." Lan Yue said. 

"Then wait for me, I will pick you up." 

"Great." 

Driving the car to the parking lot, Lazy Cat was standing on the spot and looking around. 

"Lazy cat." 

Hearing Qin Yu's voice, Lazy Cat ran into the car quickly. 

"Why are you waiting outside?" Qin Yu was distressed by the cold touch, grabbing her rubbing palm. 

"I want to see you soon!" Lazy Cat smiled sweetly. 

"You!" Qin Yu nodded on her head and smiled helplessly. 

"Where's Sister Wanxing?" Lan Yue was a little curious to find that he was the only one. 



When she received the call, she thought Li Wanxing would come back in Qin Yu's car. 

"He was taken home by her elder brother." 

Starting again, Qin Yu drove in the opposite direction of going home. 

"Where is this going?" Halfway through, the lazy cat realized that something was wrong. 

"Go to the hotel!" 

"Huh?" The air fell into silence, and the lazy cat buried his head in his chest. 

Occasionally he raised his head to look at Qin Yu from the corner of the eye, then quickly retracted his 

gaze and lowered his head. 

The Dapa GTS parked in front of the Waldorf Astoria welcome lane, and the housekeeper Yao, who had 

been waiting for a long time, opened the car door. 

"Welcome to Waldorf, beautiful Ms. Lan Yue." The meticulous butler Yao in a suit with white gloves 

bowed and smiled. 

"Thank you." Lan Yue nodded cautiously in return. 

"Housekeeper Yao, have you arranged everything?" Qin Yu walked around the front of the car and 

handed the key to the parking boy. 

"Shao Qin." After greetings, Steward Yao continued: "It's all arranged, please follow me." 

Under the leadership of Butler Yao, through the hall, the atrium garden covered with rose petals and 

balloons came into view. 

Go straight through the small open-air garden and walk into the corridor ‘dedicated to the most 

beautiful Lanyue’. 

The floor is covered with white carpets, and the vases on both sides are filled with bright lilies. At this 

time, it is exuding an elegant fragrance. 

The light was dim, Lan Yue looked up. 

The lights in the corridor have all been extinguished, only the oil lamp hanging from the ceiling 

illuminates the corridor. 

"Qin Yu." Lan Yue's heart was about to jump out of her throat. 

"Don't worry, it's almost here." Qin Yu shook her hand and comforted softly. 

At the end, on the left is a tall square hall, and the white carpet has been connected to the wooden 

staircase on the right side of the hall. 

Creak, creak~ 

The sound from the stairs brings a strong sense of age. 



Going up the spiraling stairs close to the wall to the top floor, butler Yao stopped at the entrance of the 

corridor. 

"Next, I'll leave it to you." Xiang and the two men leaned slightly, and Butler Yao returned along the way 

he came. 

"Follow me." He dragged her all the way forward to the room at the end. 

Qin Yu put his hands on the door, tilted his head and said, "Keep your eyes open, don't blink." 

Squeak~ 

The door was pushed abruptly, and white lily petals swirled all over the sky. 

The candlelight flickers and the fragrance overflows. 

The room full of Lanyue's photos seems to be in a sea of dreamy flowers~www.mtlnovel.com~ Walk into 

the room and look at the overall simple and elegant color of the room. 

In the pictures on the wall, I was sleeping soundly, smiling, acting like a baby, or shy. 

Each picture conveys different postures and emotions, and no one is duplicated. 

When the petals were gradually falling, Lan Yue looked up and looked upward. 

In the photo of the head and vice versa on the ceiling, he tilted his head against the warm palm, tilted 

his head, his eyes turned into crescents. 

Looking back with tears, the lazy cat ran towards him with all his strength and ran straight into his arms. 

"I~" Without waiting for Qin Yu to speak, the lazy cat on tiptoe took the initiative to kiss him. 

This night, the candlelight swayed, and there was no sound. 

... 

'Ding. ’ 

‘Congratulations to the host for conquering the cleansers... It is detected that the favorability and mood 

values have reached the full value. ’ 

‘The reward is being recalculated...’ 

‘The person who cleans up is detected to pray for blessings and trigger hidden rewards! ’ 

‘Detecting the determination of the cleansing person to die without regrets, trigger the hidden reward 

two! ’ 

‘The favorability of Zhijie’s people is detected beyond the extreme, reaching a constant value... The 

reward is doubled! ’ 

‘Detecting the host’s good wishes for the cleansing person, triggering a specific reward, calculating...’ 

early morning. 



Qin Yu, who had just woke up, saw a series of reminders floating in front of him, and the various reward 

reminders were dazzling. 

Ignoring the system prompt first, Qin Yu tilted his head and looked at the woman in his arms. 

The lazy cat curled up with his arms around himself, as if he had noticed something. 

The tip of his nose was moved cutely, and his body surged forward. 

The little hand touched his chest, as if to confirm whether he was still there. 

Then he smiled happily at the corner of his mouth, arched his head toward his chest, and fell asleep 

peacefully with his face on it. 

Chapter 156: Rewards and 0 years 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

‘Reward calculation finished: Distributing...’ 

‘Reward 1: The pious blessings of those who are pure. ’ 

‘Host gains cleansing trait {enhanced}: no dirt. ’ 

[Reminder: Self-cleaning body and pure spirit. 】 

[Hint 2: Increase in concentration and activity by 20%. 】 

‘Reward 2: No regrets for the one who cleans up until death. ’ 

‘The host was awarded the title of [Heart Stealer]. ’ 

[Reminder: This title has the only active skill, with a cooling time of 720 hours. 】 

[Hint 2: Using this skill will force the target to increase the target's constant favorability by 20 points. 】 

[Tip 3: This can only be used once for the same target. 】 

‘Reward 3: The blessing of the miracle patron. ’ 

‘Specific rewards: Goal-cleaning traits are {enhanced}. ’ 

‘Get [Innocence], [Innocence], [Binding]. ’ 

‘[Wuji]: The body is self-cleaning, and the spirit is pure. ’ 

‘[Innocence]: Pure and sincere, always cherish the feeling and yearning for beautiful things. ’ 

‘[Binding]: Reach a bond with the miracle patron, cuddling with each other, and rest until the death. ’ 

‘[Reminder]: The above rewards are special and unique and cannot be doubled, triggering the 

compensation mechanism. 】’ 

‘Compensation award issuance: Lamborghini, the vehicle is provided by the Lamborghini headquarters 

and is expected to be delivered within 2 hours. ’ 



Seeing so many rewards, Qin Yu was a little hard to accept for a while. 

This reward is too... a miracle. 

【Wuji】The effect brought by it makes his brain thinking very active. 

Questions that used to take some time to figure out in the past are like countless answers popping up. 

[Thief from the Heart] This is the first time Qin Yu has seen the title of skill. 

The effect is... how to put it! 

In short, it is quite good, especially suitable for Yu Ge's positioning of himself. 

It is impossible to take the initiative, and to take the initiative can only be taken by the other party. 

Brother Yu can only give her some motivation at best, ‘steal the heart. ’ 

Also, the 20 points of favorability gained by using [Heart Thief] is constant. 

‘If this is used on the enemy, what effect will it have? ’ 

‘If the other party is a man, can it be used? ’ 

Qin Yu shook his head suddenly: Bah...Bah, who would use it to men...impossible to kill! 

Looking at Lan Yue again, the favorability degree has changed from a number to a constant ‘--’ 

According to the system prompts, Lan Yue's favorability has exceeded the limit and is permanently 

constant above 99. 

In other words, no matter what Qin Yu does, it will not affect her good impression of herself. 

This is very overbearing. 

Fortunately, what she met was a simple and promising young man like Brother Yu. 

If you meet a scumbag, you may be ruined in this life... 

Below her attribute panel, there are three more traits: 【Wuji】【Innocence】【Binding】. 

Compared to these invisible rewards, the rewards that can be seen seem a little trivial. 

Lamborghini Centennial Limited Edition, limited to 40 units worldwide. 

There are 20 hardtops and 20 convertibles. 

What Qin Yu got was a convertible version, priced at more than 40 million yuan. 

The shape of the vehicle is full of strong aggressiveness, and the wedge-shaped body maintains the 

classic design elements of Lamborghini. 

The strong lines of the front face blend into the new aerodynamics, making it look more exaggerated. 

The whole car does not have any spray paint, but is exposed with patterns of carbon fiber material. 



The large-size spoiler and the bumper are integrated, the center has three exhausts, and the extremely 

exaggerated Y-shaped taillight group runs through the rear of the car. 

Active spoiler can provide better stability at extreme speeds. 

Because the whole is made of full carbon fiber, its own weight is only 1520kg, and it is equipped with a 

rear-wheel steering system. 

Compared with the purity of racing, this super sports car makes changes in the user's driving experience. 

In terms of power, it is matched with a 6.5L naturally aspirated V12 engine, which provides more 

stability and a stronger sense of control. 

The maximum power of the engine reaches an astonishing 770 horsepower, and it only takes 2.8 

seconds to accelerate from 100 kilometers. 

The braking performance is also very good, but safe driving is the most important. 

After all, the accident happened only in an instant, and it was really going to be 300kmh. 

With a stopping distance of 300 meters, people are already in the morgue. 

Judging from the mobile phone text messages, the car is about to reach the door of the hotel. 

Carefully withdrawing his arm, Qin Yu simply washed and went downstairs. 

"Mr. Qin." Seeing Qin Yu, Butler Yao naturally followed him. 

"I'll pick up a car, nothing will happen." Qin Yu motioned that he didn't need to follow. 

"Okay, if you need it, please tell me at any time. Will breakfast be served?" 

"Waiting for my return." 

After exiting the hotel door, Qin Yu stood by the roadside. 

The van with the turn signal slowly approached, and the co-pilot's staff jumped off. 

"Mr. Qin, hello, I am the delivery man this time, Xiao He." 

"Hello there." 

"You need to verify your identity here, I hope you can understand." 

"understanding." 

ID card, an electronic verification code sent by the headquarters. 

"No problem, now we can unload the truck." 

Inviting him to the rear of the car, two staff members opened the door and put down the buffer board. 

When transiting at Hudu headquarters, the driver was already sitting in the cab. 



Knowing that everything is ready, the driver raised his upper body and looked back at 

~www.mtlnovel.com~ and slowly drove the car out of the car. 

This process lasted for nearly 5 minutes, and Qin Yu, who was careful, was a little anxious. 

The body is full of carbon fiber up and down, even if it's just a small scratch. 

The maintenance cost is seven figures. Who can stand it? 

"Mr. Qin, if there is no problem, please sign for it." 

After signing the name on the ipad, the staff left with a relaxed look. 

On the way here, every cell in the body is really tense. 

This kind of luxury toy of the rich is a lifetime luxury for ordinary people. 

If something unexpected happens, they will be over in their entire life. 

Buzzing~ 

A grumpy engine sounded, Qin Yu let go of the accelerator and slowly drove the car into the hotel's 

welcome lane. 

The parking boy was standing at the door, watching the oncoming Lamborghini, his breathing became 

rapid because of his excitement. 

This car is super handsome! 

"Be careful." Qin Yu said with a smile when he threw the key to the parking boy. 

"Don't worry, I must be very careful." 

After the parking boy got on the car, he carefully controlled the car to slide to the side of the hotel. 

You could hardly hear the throttle during the whole process, so I could not be more careful. 

Slam on the accelerator and experience the impulse of speed and passion. 

But considering the rich ‘smelt of money’ that this car exudes, the parking boy has restrained his 

impulse very well. 

"Mr. Qin, your new car?" Butler Yao had already stood at the door for some time. 

"Well, what do you think about the 100th anniversary?" Qin Yu asked with a smile. 

"Pretty, the Italians are still very tasteful in design." Butler Yao complimented. 

What made him even more touched was Qin Yu's youth and demonstrated financial resources. He was 

not particularly pleased with the decision made by himself and the hotel. 

Chapter 157: Infinite loop 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 



After breakfast, Qin Yu and Lan Yue left the hotel together. 

"Wow, this car...I want to drive." 

As soon as she saw Lamborghini, Lan Yue couldn't wait to get into the car. 

The pure combat style dashboard, various control paddles and buttons, dazzled people watching. 

"so complicated!" 

Such complicated manipulation made Lan Yue instantly lose interest. 

"Most of them are not needed, I will teach you!" 

Asking her to sit in the cab, Qin Yu handed over the key to the Grand Pa GTS to the butler again. 

"Find a driver to follow me." 

Butler Yao went to find someone, just to give Qin Yu enough time to teach Lan Yue to drive. 

After understanding the basic operation, Lan Yue raised his head. 

I pressed the hardtop with my finger: "Isn't it troublesome to disassemble and assemble such a 

convertible?" 

"Nor, this problem has been taken into account when designing, just need to tighten a few screws to get 

it done." 

It's complicated. Compared with the electronic push-button switch, it is definitely more troublesome. 

But it is not as troublesome as imagined, that is, there are more demolishing times, and wear and tear 

may appear at the fit. 

There is another embarrassment. 

If you remove the top and run on the road, you suddenly encounter a storm... 

Desperate chicken is definitely indispensable. 

If Yuda infiltrates the central control, it can really be called a Tianxiu. 

Therefore, if you don't have a small car repair reserve of several million, it is better not to load coins. 

These days, loading coins also comes at a price. 

The deeper the pretense, the higher the price. 

... 

The shape is full of futuristic science fiction, and the Lamborghini, who looks like a wild beast, leads the 

way. 

It was followed by a low-key and silent big par GTS. 



Compared with the fierce roar from Lamborghini's 6.5L naturally-aspirated V12 engine, the big par is like 

a crying little lady. 

However, the two are not the same concept. 

If you really want to talk about the daily use of the car, Qin Yu still chooses his big par GTS. 

Whether it is in terms of handling, power, model, comfort and practicality. 

The Palamela GTS definitely leaves Lamborghini Ten Streets, there is no comparison at all. 

"Why don't you feel that you are not worried about driving this car?" 

Looking at Lan Yue, who was able to manipulate and behaved particularly relaxedly, Brother Yu couldn't 

understand her thoughts a bit. 

"Because it's not my car!" Lan Yue replied confidently. 

For a time, Qin Yu was speechless. 

Since yesterday, this girl has become a bit different from before. 

Not only did he become active, but he seemed to be so bold, especially when he was in front of him. 

The facts were almost the same as he had guessed, and Lan Yue was only full of happiness at this time. 

Happiness overflowed like a fountain, so she had no time to take care of other things. 

After Qin Yu left Teacher Shen's house yesterday, Lan Yue was all thinking, ‘Will he and Sister Wanxing 

happen to him? ’ 

‘Where will he go at night, is he with Sister Wanxing? ’ 

‘Would you like to make a phone call with Sister Wanxing, if she doesn’t answer it? ’ 

‘Even if she picks it up, what if you lie to me? ? ? ’ 

All kinds of messy thoughts do not come from jealousy. 

It was because of the fear caused by her lack of self-confidence, she was afraid that she would lose Qin 

Yu. 

She was afraid that her self-reservedness would make Qin Yu impatient. 

She was afraid that Qin Yu would forget herself because of the temporary freshness. 

I am even more afraid that the repeat of the past will make me no longer special and even be banned by 

her people. 

At that time, Lan Yue was full of regrets, ‘if I take the initiative, or if I don’t care about the rehearsal of 

the New Year’s performance, that’s fine. ’ 

But it didn't take long for Qin Yu to come back again. 

Not only didn't go anywhere, but also prepared such a romantic evening for myself. 



As long as she thinks of this, Lan Yue's heart is as sweet as she is soaking in a honey jar. 

... 

He drove the car back to the Oriental Garden and took the key from the driver. 

"Thank you, this is the travel expenses to go back. It's hard work." Qin Yu sent 500 yuan to the other 

party. 

Talking about the travel expenses, in fact, it costs less than 50 yuan to take a taxi back, and the rest is 

naturally hard. 

"Where to go next?" Lan Yue, who had just been moistened by the rain and dew, didn't want to be 

separated from him for a second. 

"So happy, go shopping." 

"Where to go, National Finance or Hengde?" 

Lan Yue hadn't noticed it herself, her tone was very different from before. 

Since when did her benchmark for shopping have become top shopping malls such as IFC and Hengde? 

"You decide." It doesn't matter where you go, the purpose of today is to be happy with her. 

Kill the more familiar Hengde, get off the car and go straight to LV. 

After buying, buying and buying, the two of them carried large bags and left in a neat bow greetings 

from the sales. 

In fact, I didn't buy much, just two clothes, a few bags and shoes. 

It cost less than 200,000 yuan, which is quite a bargain. 

Eat and watch movies. 

One person walking around in the mall holding a cup of milk tea. 

When I was tired, I found a place to sit, leaned my head on Qin Yu's shoulder, and looked around with 

his feet shaking. 

This seemingly boring process is exactly the same as Lan Yue's love experience in her imagination. 

Just need two people to stay together, even if everything is good and happy. 

This is the right way to like it! 

I accompanied the lazy cat for a day, until the mall was about to close, the two people left. 

"So tired, I want to sleep for a while." Lan Yue closed her eyes and curled up in the passenger seat. 

As soon as Qin Yu ignited, the window of the car was knocked. 

The girl with the phone glanced at Lan Yue, the co-pilot, and whispered, "Brother, can I add a WeChat 

account?" 



... 

Passing by the traffic lights, the undisguised excitement and screams of girls coming from both sides are 

eye-catching. 

Qin Yu also had to sigh: Nowadays girls are becoming more and more active. 

Qin Yu has come across more and more of this kind of conversation recently. 

I gradually got used to it. 

In fact, this is just biology's instinct to outward and pursue beauty. 

You can't say that when you see a beautiful woman, go up and ask for a WeChat account, and making 

friends is a scam. 

But if you get someone drunk, throw them on the bed, and take off your pants in a hurry... 

The former can only be said to be outward to the beauty, and there is nothing wrong with it. 

The latter is purely a hooligan. 

Of course, there is another situation that has the highest probability of occurrence. 

Dry wood and raging fire, you love me. 

However, there are many resources around like Yu Ge. 

All of them are excellent resources, so I'm really not interested in this kind of initiative to strike up a 

conversation. 

Mainly the qualifications are mediocre, and there are no attractive specialties at all. 

Million-level luxury wheels are driving, and then put a scooter worth hundreds of thousands in front of 

you? 

Not to mention driving on the road, the test drive is not interesting. 

Thinking of the girl’s disappointed expression when she was rejected, Brother Yu could only say, ‘Sister, 

it’s because my brother is asking too much. ’ 

Drive the car directly into the yard and park under the building door. 

Qin Yu first held Lan Yue upstairs and settled her down. 

Then he went downstairs again to lift everything up, closed the door to wash. 

Wow~ 

I was taking a cold shower behind my back, and someone sent it to the door without knowing it. 

Tonight, Brother Yu had to teach her how to shoot stuck points. 

The foundation and softness of the lazy cat are professional, and the worst is experience. 



As long as Qin Yu dials a few times from the middle, I believe she will quickly understand the essence of 

the shooting. 

... babble babble, Yueer shook... 

Compared with the frustration last time, the shooting effect that night was much better. 

It must be admitted that Lan Yue has really worked hard in dancing. 

As far as her stand-up horse is concerned, no one can fault her with the standard of action. 

It's just being too shy, and will always unconsciously want to resist. 

However, Qin Yu is confident that under his guidance, she will soon be able to understand the fun. 

When…… 

What to open the dragon's spine, sweep the hall to explore the sea, turn over the sea, turn over with 

suction legs. 

He has to try it all! 

"So sleepy!" Early in the morning, Lazy Cat walked out of the room yawning. 

"Why don't I ask Teacher Shen for a leave?" Qin Yu, who bought breakfast after exercising, was putting 

the food on the plate. 

"No." Lazy cat rubbed his eyes: "You are not allowed to come here tonight." 

"Why do I think what you are suggesting?" Qin Yu looked at him amused. 

The cheeks were reddening, and the lazy cat stuck out his tongue and ran to the bathroom: "Go and 

harm others. I want to sleep well tonight." 

"You can sleep well with me." Qin Yu shouted into the bathroom. 

With a toothbrush in his mouth, the lazy cat said with a white bubble, "I won't believe you!" 

After breakfast, Lan Yue sent Lan Yue to school. 

Qin Yuzhe returned to the community, ordered a driver on the Internet, and drove the car back to No.1 

Seaview. 

Back home, neither the anchor nor Wang Hong got up. 

When Qin Yu is not there, the little anchor will have to sleep until noon, so Wang Hong naturally doesn't 

have to get up so early~www.mtlnovel.com~ lying on the sofa and flipping his mobile phone, the plunge 

of the New Zealand currency continues. 

So far, the price has fallen below the 20,000 mark, making investors desperate to see the end. 

Running fast is not bad, although the loss is not small, at least it can save some coffins. 

Those who run slowly and those with well-earned families are fine. 



It doesn't matter if the price is stacked like this. 

Let's put a seventy-eight-ninety-year-old first, maybe someday you will get up again? 

The worst is the leeks who think they are extremely smart, one by one can't wait to kill themselves. 

But the more he lost, the more he was reluctant to sell. 

The rhythm of the day is probably that when I get up in the morning and look at the price, my blood 

pressure soars by 180, and I feel dizzy. 

I took the antihypertensive medicine and looked at it again. I regretted my intestines. I thought, "Why 

didn't I know that I sold it yesterday?" ’ 

Then I thought, ‘Since I’ve fallen into this category, what's the point of selling it again, I’d better keep it 

and see, maybe it’s going up tomorrow. ’ 

‘If it goes up tomorrow, I have to sell anything. ’ 

The next day, turn on the phone, blood pressure is 180, and take antihypertensive medicine. 

Regret, blame yourself, ‘why didn’t I sell it yesterday? ’ 

‘Still keep it for a look, maybe it will rise tomorrow? ’ 

This is the beginning of the endless loop over and over again! 

As for when it will end, it depends on when he has the courage to go to the rooftops. 

Old Joe is still in a corrupt country, and the two have never contacted since the New Zealand currency 

began to fall. 

One is to keep it secret. 

Secondly, it was for keeping secret, Qin Yu didn't want anyone to discover his identity. 

The flamingo has old Joe in front of him, anyway, his family is big and no one dares to mess with it! 

Even if he knew later that he had made a fortune in this crash, who would dare to say nothing in front of 

him? 

Chapter 158: Adult musical note 

"Starting at the pinnacle of life ( 

September, the 25th. 

The news about the founder and the platform maliciously controlling currency output and driving up the 

market value was revealed. 

If it is said that there is still a slight possibility of turning over the New Zealand currency before, then it is 

now completely plunged into the abyss. 

All major economic headlines published this event, and Internet search popularity ranked first. 



Even all kinds of gossip weekly magazines have to come to catch the heat! 

On that day, the market value of New Zealand currency fell below 15,000. 

... 

September, the 26th. 

The two founders shirk their responsibilities to Bo Gongtang, accusing each other of being the main 

messenger behind the incident. 

Want to survive with a short tail and prove innocence. 

It's a pity that the two of them are exactly the same, kind on the surface and dirty on the inside. 

The successive negative news broke the two men's calculations completely. 

At this time, they are like two big horse monkeys who have undergone professional training, are chained 

to the ‘international stage’ and are responsible for funny. 

Whitewashing is impossible. The only thing the two can do now is to find a way to reach an agreement 

with the prosecutor to mitigate the verdict. 

... 

On the 26th, 4:30 in the afternoon. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the corrupt country suddenly announced that it will shut down all 

digital currency trading platforms and channels in the country. 

Please wait for further notice for the specific shutdown time. 

When seeing this news, Qin Yu was making a short note video with the little anchor. 

In fact, he has nothing to do. 

Put one hand in the pocket and stand at a 45-degree angle to make a super-shaped human body’s steel 

pipe. ’ 

However, the small anchor jumped up and down around him, and the assistant Wang Hong was 

naturally in charge of the filming. 

After shooting for more than an hour, the small anchor seemed to have a satisfactory work. 

Go to the computer to edit the post-effects with Wang Hong. 

In order to understand the various tricks of musical notes, learn editing and video post-production. 

Wang Hong specifically registered for a class online and has been learning since last week. 

Although he is not a master now, he still has a small gain! 

"Are you done?" Qin Yu sat on the sofa while watching while holding the phone. 

People will feel tired after being a ‘pipe for an hour’. 



Cheng Xiyu leaned out half of her body from the fence on the second floor, "If the effect is good, you 

don't need to shoot, the boss has worked hard." 

"Well, it depends on your performance at night." 

Lying relaxed on the sofa, Qin Yu began to think about the error between ‘news’ and reality. 

In the ‘news’ he received, the value of the New Zealand currency was on the 28th, which is to be slashed 

tomorrow. 

The reality is that the time it fell below 15,000 is three days earlier than the time provided in the 

message. 

The ‘news’ said it was the 28th, but the fact is that it has fallen below 15,000 on the 25th. 

There is also the announcement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the corrupt country to shut down 

platforms and trading channels, which is also one day earlier than the time provided in the "news." 

‘I don’t know what will happen to Old Joe? ’ 

Although he wanted to call Lao Qiao very much, Qin Yu resisted it. 

It is not the time yet, wait until the situation subsides and the settlement is completed. 

Old Qiao would naturally call him back, and now he just needs to be patient enough to wait. 

He believed that Old Joe would detect the risk in advance and exit in time. 

After all, the news I told him was vague and uncertain. 

Except for the fact that the New Zealand currency will plummet in the near future, he personally assured 

Old Joe. 

The specific operation ultimately depends on the on-site judgment of Flamingo's trader and Old Joe. 

If nothing happens, Old Joe should call tonight or tomorrow. 

In addition, Qin Yu also learned more about the ‘insider information’ provided by the system. 

There is no doubt about the accuracy of the inside information, after all, the situations mentioned in it 

have actually happened. 

However, changes in specific events will change due to the intervention of external forces. 

Like the difference in time. 

Qin Yu speculated that it was because of the early deployment and intervention of the Flamingo, which 

exacerbated the deterioration of the situation. 

Therefore, the corrupt country will make an early move. 

It is precisely because of the changes in the situation that the New Zealand currency's decline has been 

faster and more urgent than expected. 

In the future, if there is any more ‘insider information,’ he needs to be extra vigilant about this. 



Except for specific events, the time when the event started. 

All the remaining important information can only be used as a reference, rather than blindly obey. 

Upstairs, the small anchor and Wang Hong finished the short video and posted it on the note. 

Today she announced that she would stop broadcasting for one day, saying that she was looking for 

material. 

I can provide services to the boss during my spare time. 

There are many versions of notes, but they are all for the general public. 

Today, the little anchor wants to provide him with a private customized version of the adult version of 

the note. 

Recently there is a piece of clothing that is very popular, a steel ball skirt. 

There are two layers of the skirt. The outer layer is made of steel balls, and the inner layer is a lining to 

avoid running out. 

Cheng Xiyu also bought two online and asked Wang Hong to make appropriate changes. 

Remove the inner lining, leaving only the outer layer made of steel balls. 

The steel ball clinging to the skin is very slippery. If the movement is slightly larger, the skirt will slide 

down the shoulders. 

The steel **** flickering under the light have a looming beauty. 

With the popular music and popular copywriting... 

Wang Hong held a brand-new Aixia mobile phone that was disconnected from the network without a 

card and entered the working state. 

"Boss, let's remake the script again." 

Wearing a steel ball skirt, his right hand hooked his neck. 

Bend his left leg into an inverted V and put it in front of his lower abdomen. 

The little anchor with his right leg leaning on the ground, instantly turned into a disaster for the country 

and the people. 

Today, King Zhou, not early! 

... 

Staying with the little anchor, you will never think of what new tricks she will make tomorrow. 

Each time it is a completely different freshness, bringing Qin Yu a whole new experience. 

Turned over and got out of bed, looking at the small steel **** rolling down all over the floor. 

Qin Yu felt that today should be a red seal for the cleaning aunt, or the workload would be too much. 



Avoid the small smooth steel balls. 

When Qin Yu came to the community club, he was a little stranger after so many days. 

Squeak... Squeak, squeak... Squeak. 

Someone was using equipment in the gym, and it was Shaman who walked in. 

Bang. 

Releasing the handle, Shaman was sweating and looked at him, "I thought you were afraid to run away!" 

"Afraid?" Qin Yu was surprised. 

Single men and women are both adults. What is there to be afraid of releasing the victorious hormones? 

As far as Sha Man's combat power is, it is quite powerful compared to others. 

But against his holy gun ranger, the difference is not even a star. 

Just pick it when you meet and it's over! 

... 

In the single bathroom, the sound of running water gradually disappeared. 

Qin Yu left wearing swimming trunks and headed to the pool. 

A white mark suddenly appeared in the frosted glass door. 

Creak, creak~ 

The white towel wiped the water mist on the glass door and the two round marks in the middle. 

When all traces were erased, the figure wearing a white one-piece swimsuit hurriedly left, leaving only 

the dirty towel hung on the trash can inside the door. 

... 

Swim back and forth very happily, and the slightly stalemate muscles relax. 

Looking at Sha Man who was resting on the sun lounger, Qin Yu put a bath towel over her amusedly. 

When I got home, Wang Hong was already awake, and today is the theme of the cat maid! 

Seeing her kneeling and sitting at the dining table, Qin Yu felt that it was a great loss for the 

entertainment industry that she did not go to the Shanghai opera. 

"Shao Qin, do you think the photos sent to you last time are okay?" 

Wang Hong wiped off the milk stains on the corners of his mouth with a napkin, and almost choked after 

drinking too quickly. 

"From a perspective alone, it's okay." 

Qin Yu decided to give her some advice. The use of angles and light is pretty good among newcomers. 



But she was a little bit misplaced, and always got the point wrong! 

"Temperament, you have to find the right position, understand?" 

"It's not that you're **** when you take it off. That's not sexy, it's desire." 

"Sexy is a kind of attraction, a kind of art, with a unique taste and temperament..." 

"For example, in a cheongsam, the height of the split ends should be just right, and the angle should be 

lower than this position. Shooting from the bottom up will make your legs look long and you have a 

sitting posture. Your sitting posture should account for one-third of the rear axle." 

"There must be that kind of Lufeilu... to know how to scratch the tip of the heart, like a goose feather, 

which is itchy, understand?" 

Under Qin Yu's detailed explanation, Wang Hong once again tried the angle and focus of the shooting. 

Especially the temperament he mentioned many times. 

According to Qin Shao's original words: Even if you don't show your face, just looking at it one-sidedly 

can make people automatically make up a peerless look of the country and the city, and you are looking 

for the right direction. 

"I will study hard, Qin Shao, you can teach me more in the future." Wang Hong said. 

"No problem, for photography enthusiasts, especially those around me, I will definitely teach with my 

heart." 

... 

Technology is a process of practice and accumulation~www.mtlnovel.com~ There are many more tips 

for Wang Hong to learn. 

Ding Ding! 

Open the WeChat account, it was sent by Wang Hong. 

‘{Picture}X5. 'Wang Hong. 

‘Qin Shao, is this the cheongsam you are talking about? 'Wang Hong. 

As soon as the tip of his nose became hot, Qin Yu rubbed it with his hands and calmly turned off the 

screen. 

This kind of in-depth artistic photos is still reserved for viewing when needed. 

Young man, full-blooded. 

Reading too much is easy to get angry and bad for your health. 

As usual, he parked the car opposite the school, and Qin Yu walked toward the school. 

... 

In the photography agency, fierce quarrels echoed in the quiet old building. 



"What is good about Qin Yu? Isn't that handsome, can he eat as a meal?" 

"What do you have? You can't even be considered handsome. Even if you want to choose, why do you 

want to choose you?" 

"You... Zhang Han, think about it before you speak." The voice was a little frustrated and angry. 

"Isn't what I said is the truth?" Zhang Han's disdainful tone undoubtedly added fuel to the fire. 

"But I work harder than him, and know how to cherish better than him, and I really like you." 

"Forcing others to be with yourself, do you think this is like?" 

"Was that forcibly something happened? It shouldn't be called a crime, it should be called true love?" 

Zhang Han laughed angrily, she really saw it today. 

Forgive her for her ignorance and ignorance, it turns out that this is called liking, and NM has you. 

Zhang Han wanted to curse angrily. 

She hadn't noticed before that Wang Le was a pervert with twisted thoughts. 

If I knew that I should stay away from him, I wouldn't even say a word to him, lest he have associations. 

Speaking to him by oneself, does it mean that your heart is secretly promised, and you want to give it a 

hand? ? ? 

This person is simply funny. 

Chapter 159: Group activities and good news 

Looking at the woman in front of him, Wang Le looked completely beyond recognition. 

The whole face was distorted, if it weren't for the last trace of sanity. 

He is now letting the other person understand what is meant by ‘forced true love. ’ 

"Senior Sister." Qin Yu stood at the door who didn't know when he appeared. 

"Huh." Wang Le left with anger. 

When I arrived at the door, I wanted to teach him a lesson, and deliberately hit him with my shoulder. 

Pedal~ 

Wang Le bumped himself into a stagger, and hurriedly pushed back with his hands. 

Holding the edge of the table to stabilize his figure, Wang Le glared at both of them with shame. 

Passing sideways by Qin Yu. 

The previous arrogant arrogance disappeared, and his back fled in embarrassment. 

"Why do you have time to come?" Seeing Qin Yu reporting is a rare event for Zhang Han. 



He still remembers that he was a member of the photography agency? 

"Senior Sister, what can I do for help?" Qin Yu asked back. 

"It's okay." Zhang Han sighed, "Ms. Li Man is leaving." 

"I know... you want to follow her?" Qin Yu knew her admiration for Li Man and her hobby of 

photography. 

"Not now, the school will not agree." 

I want to take a break from school to gather with Li Man, but the time, place, and itinerary are 

uncertain. 

And the most important point is safety! 

The graduation certificate school didn't bother so much, how could he pass the test with Zhang Han's 

grades. 

The key is that what happened to her outside, the school can't bear this responsibility. 

Zhang Han couldn't tell his family that he wanted to join the photography industry. 

"My mother always wanted me to be an accountant, but my dad wanted me to be an agent. Anyway, 

both of them wanted me to develop in this area." 

Photography, for them, is an unsuccessful thing. 

There are a few who can make money and support their families through photography. 

The elder is not young anymore, don't live after graduation, don't marry, don't raise children. 

Run around with a camera every day, can you eat your meal? 

"What do you think?" Qin Yu tilted his head to look at her. 

"What do I think is important?" Zhang Han laughed at himself. 

"Of course it is important." Qin Yu replied affirmatively. 

"I want to go with her." 

Zhang Han received Li Man's invitation, although it was more about sympathy for her and identification 

with passion for photography. 

But Zhang Han didn't want to give up this opportunity. If she gave up like this, she would regret it 

forever. 

"Then go." 

"What about the school?" 

"It's not enough to ask the instructor to ask for leave. Turn this into a personal behavior, and the school 

does not need to be responsible." 



【Book Friends Welfare~www.mtlnovel.com~ you can get cash or points, and iPhone12 and Switch are 

waiting for you! Follow the vx public account [Book Friends Base Camp] to get it! 

The school was afraid of taking responsibility, so Zhang Han directly asked for leave and just followed Li 

Man with his personal behavior. 

This way the school doesn't need to worry about anything, even if something really happened. 

It was also Zhang Han's own behavior and had nothing to do with the school. 

Besides, nothing can happen. Li Man goes to historical cities to take pictures of the humanities and 

customs. 

She's not a war correspondent, so she can't commit to death! 

"Okay." Zhang Han asked for leave immediately. 

"Don't worry." Qin Yu pulled her and said amusedly: "Do you think of a good reason?" 

Seeing her embarrassed expression, she knew that it was completely determined by her brain fever and 

patted her butt. 

"Think of a good reason first, buy something by the way, and pack your luggage before leaving." 

"How long will you go? If the facts are very surprising from your imagination, it's okay to say if you want 

to come back." 

"I really like it. If you want to join this job, you have to think clearly about what you should do next." 

"It will be a showdown with your family sooner or later, you have to be prepared." 

The specific plan will depend on changes in the environment, but she must at least be psychologically 

prepared. 

Just like that, my brain was hot, and he ran away with Li Man. 

The end result may be harming others and self. 

In other words, it is a person who has been a model of her own, and Qin Yu still hopes that she can think 

carefully. 

Don't make impulsive decisions that you regret. 

... 

Knowing that the photography agency has been fine recently, Qin Yu has no reason to run out anymore. 

This kind of thing in class is quite strange to him. 

"Classmate, may I ask..." 

Asked about the location of the classroom, Qin Yu finally caught up with the time. 

When I arrived in the classroom, I found that both Shen Dong and Hou Kun were there. 



"Brother Yu." Shen Dong waved to him, no one was around him. 

"This is the first time you have come to class, you really have you." 

Shen Dong gave him a thumbs up, not knowing that he was complimenting him or hurting him. 

When the time came, Che Xuan called ‘Qin Yu’ without stopping, and he wanted to continue reading. 

"Here." 

When someone answered, Che Xuan was stunned. 

Sitting next to Qin Yu, Shen Dong covered his mouth and snickered, the expression on the old car was 

really funny. 

Look in the direction of the sound... 

Hey, it really is. 

"Student Qin is a rare visitor, the photography agency is over." Che Xuan teased. 

They are all young people, and they don't know what they think in their hearts. 

Whether Qin Yu is busy with the photo studio or other things, he knows what the professional teacher 

is. 

"It's over for the time being, Teacher Che." Qin Yu stood up and responded. 

"That's right. We have a group event on the weekend. You, a member of the photography agency, will 

take the photo. Can you?" Che Xuan politely solicited his opinion. 

"No problem." Qin Yu responded. 

The group activities of the class, should participate or should participate. 

To be a human is to have a sense of collective honor. 

Che Xuan spoke humorously and was good at getting along with students. 

Coupled with the fact that he is not old enough to be considered a peer, he is very respected in the 

hearts of students. 

The little episode ended quickly, and Che Xuan called him to his side again when get out of class was 

over. 

"The specific arrangement of the activity is the responsibility of the monitor and labor committee. 

Please communicate with them." 

"Teacher Che, what is the theme of the activity?" 

"Working people are the most glorious!" 

Qin Yu's expression was wonderful when he heard the subject that Che Xuan said. 

The imaginary situation did not happen, and this event is to do something practical. 



"The activity is to advocate protecting the environment and respecting workers. The main content is to 

replace the morning cleaning by sanitation workers..." 

"Understood, I'll go to the monitor." 

The monitor is Chen Hong, a capable, generous and hearty girl. 

"There is nothing to arrange. The main thing is to clean and supervise the sanitation situation in the area 

in charge. As for you, just take more beautiful photos and return your hair to the school intranet." 

This event is a self-issued action, all in response to the environmental protection theme that has 

attracted much attention in recent years. 

The photo is used as a souvenir, "However, it may also be selected by the school as the focus of 

publicity." 

Good deeds should be advertised, and the days of being anonymous are over. 

Chen Hong is also reminding him to take the photos as good as possible and to grasp the key points. 

This way, the chance of being selected by the school is greater. 

"Brother Yu, do you really want to participate in this event?" On the way back to the dormitory, Shen 

Dong still felt strange. 

As far as Qin Yu's performance is concerned, he should have no interest in such things. 

"Experience life, do you understand?" Qin Yu himself didn't realize it was strange. 

Don't just participate in a group event, what's all the fuss about. 

Lingling~ 

Seeing that it was Old Qiao's number, Qin Yu and Shen Dong said, "See you in the cafeteria," and walked 

towards the grass field alone. 

"Old Joe!" 

... 

Barrow, the face of old Qiao who has just returned home is red and tender. 

Obviously, he hadn't slept for two consecutive days, but his spirit was exceptionally excited. 

As soon as the call was connected, Old Joe couldn't help laughing out loud. This time they made a lot of 

money. 

Buy at a price of 32,000, and empty orders will be swept away as soon as they are listed. 

At that time, the market was still in a frenzy, everyone bet that the New Zealand currency would still 

skyrocket, and no one doubted that it might fall. 

However, in order to avoid being tracked down, Lao Qiao and his people can only do it on a small scale. 

By the time of the crash, only over 500 million US dollars had been prepared. 



"Of course I have received news~www.mtlnovel.com~ In fact, after the crash began, the bankers of the 

corrupt country contacted me." 

The transaction did not attract attention at first, but after it started to fall, the other party quickly 

discovered his actions. 

So, after the other party came to the door, the two sides hit it off. 

They started to control the direction of the partnership, and later on the exposure of the founder's black 

material, they have a share of credit. 

"Has the total profit been calculated?" 

"300 million U.S. dollars, and an additional 7% overhead." 

If you want to transfer the proceeds to the account of the Flamingo Fund, you have to spend a lot of 

handling fees. 

Approximately 21 million U.S. dollars. 

This money does not include the 6 million big summer coins that Qin Yu gave him, that is, the money of 

Li Xiao, Xu Hao and Yang Chengjun. 

Old Qiao drew out the money separately and operated it personally, and finally it was convenient for 

settlement. 

Chapter 160: True love of fart 

The total investment of Li Xiao, Xu Hao, and Yang Chengjun is 6 million U.S. dollars. 

Under the operation of Old Qiao, the handling fee of 240,000 and the agency fee of 80,000 taken away 

by the bank were deducted. 

The final income is more than 2.8 million, and the personal income is 960,000. 

The return on investment is 48% and the duration is 13 days. 

Upon receiving Qin Yu's call, Li Xiao immediately said that he would make arrangements in person 

tonight. 

"Xiaoyu, you can't make excuses tonight, this money must be spent." 

Having made nearly a million in 13 days, Li Xiao has never felt that money is so easy to make. 

You must know that this money is his own investment and has nothing to do with his family. 

Don't even think about pointing to your nose when anyone is here; don't you just rely on the resources 

of your family, what's so good about you? 

This time, Li Xiao was really going to be arrogant. 

"Go to TAXX?" Qin Yu always felt that he hadn't left the stage, and there was a little less atmosphere. 

"Tonight TAXX has a hundred major resident...Golden Retriever, female." 



"Brother Yu, you must TAXX tonight." Xu Hao's voice came from the microphone. 

"Are you few together?" Qin Yu asked. 

"Just me and the mouse, this kid... I'll talk about it when we meet in the evening." 

Hearing the helplessness in Li Xiao's tone, he knew that there must be nothing good about what he was 

about to say. 

I called Lazy Cat first and told her not to go to her side tonight. 

I called the little anchor and Jiang Xiaoshan separately, and he stayed overnight at Binjiang No.1 tonight. 

As a [time management apprentice], you must understand what is rain and dew in management. 

Excessive eccentricity can only cause two situations, the favored have no fear, the unfavored deep-

bowed woman. 

Neither the former nor the latter is a good thing for Qin Yu. 

Therefore, proper distance and time arrangements must take this into consideration. 

... 

【Collect free books】Follow v.x【Book Friends Base Camp】Recommend your favorite novels and 

receive cash red envelopes! 

TAXX, ten o'clock. 

The brand new Lamborghini drove into a fork in the road, causing a scream. 

There are a few young ladies on the roadside taking pictures and walking forward, walking in high heels 

in a very chic posture. 

If you don't want to be an exquisite woman, you have to have some real skills. 

Just stepping on the high-heeled violent pace, and being able to maintain a bit of elegance, is not what 

ordinary people can do. 

Because knowing that there is a DJ, TAXX must be full early. 

So the younger brother sent someone to take up the position in advance. 

Seeing Qin Yu's car, the owner of a BMW C4 on the side of the road waved to him. 

"Shao Qin, I am Xiao Huo, wait a moment, I will move the car for you." 

Xiao Huo drove the car forward, and Qin Yu also stopped at his position. 

Turn off the fire, Keng Keng~ 

The champion of'Runaway' knocked on the glass of the car and bent over to look inside. 

Deep V-neckline...good scenery! 



"Handsome guy, come alone?" 

Seeing that Qin Yu got off the car alone, Miss Sister's eyes were like flashing lights, and the bulingbuling 

flashed endlessly. 

Before he could speak, he was slapped on the shoulder: "Handsome man, we meet again." 

Looking back, I am a little familiar! 

"Are you... He Yiyi?" Qin Yu remembered, isn't she the little girlfriend of 001 Kashouxing. 

"Yes, you are alone?" He Yi Yi took his arm. 

Seeing this ‘runaway’ champion is unhappy, this is what I saw first. 

"I said what's the matter with you?" The other party reached out and pointed his hand on He Yiyi's 

shoulder. 

"What's the matter?" 

He Yi raised his eyebrows and looked at her twice: "Auntie, please look in the mirror before going out to 

recognize your looks and positioning before you come to play." 

"you…" 

"Sorry, my friend is a bit outspoken, they are all here to play, don't be upset!" 

Qin Yu smiled at the other party and said first. 

"Huh, for the sake of a handsome guy, I don't care about you." 

The champion of ‘Runaway’ smiled and raised his mobile phone to him: "Handsome guy, adding a 

WeChat account is not too much, right?" 

"Not too much." Di's scanning sound sounded, and Qin Yu walked inward with He Yi. 

When the two of them disappeared, the young lady ‘Runaway’ said jealously, ‘I’m so lucky to know this 

handsome guy. ’ 

But thinking that I also added the handsome guy's WeChat account, there will always be opportunities in 

the future. 

He picked up the phone happily, and his smile instantly froze. 

The other party scanned her QR code, yes, but didn't add her friend at all. 

Gritting his teeth and looking in the direction where the two of them were leaving, he ran away and 

roared: "How handsome are you?" 

... 

In the bar, Qin Yu was introducing He one by one to Li Xiao. 

"One by one, the friends I met here last time." 



"Brother, Shao Xu, Shao Yang." 

He Yiyi said hello to a few people very well, "Brother, Shao Xu, Shao Yang." 

"One by one, this name is interesting." Xu Hao looked at her with a smile, the color in his eyes a bit 

dense. 

He Yi moved quietly and hid his body behind Qin Yu. 

"What's the matter with the mouse?" Qin Yu motioned to her to sit down and asked next to Li Xiao. 

"My brain is watts, something is wrong!" Li Xiao pinched a grain of peanuts and threw it into his mouth, 

saying angrily. 

"Brother Yu, brother, I'm in love." 

"Go away, and throw it out for you again." Yang Chengjun with a cold face was not just a threat. 

If Xu Hao came again like last night, he would really dare to grab the collar and throw it out at him. 

"When you fall in love, you just fall in love. What a big deal." Qin Yu didn't understand. Everyone's love 

is planted with lemon trees. 

How are you talking about love... a dying look? 

"People look down on him, thinking he is a rich second-generation playboy." 

Li Xiao looked at Xu Hao sideways, "The girl is right, aren't you just a playboy?" 

"That was in the past, I can change it now." Xu Hao waved his hand unconvinced. 

"Can a dog change to eat shit? Just give him high-quality dog food every day, and he will eat it as soon as 

it encounters shit." 

"Brother Jun, can we stop **** and shit, can it be the same again?" 

Xu Hao didn't seem to drink less, but there was no wine on the table. 

So, were you drunk before you came? 

"Shao Qin, Shao Li, Shao Xu, Shao Yang." Xiao Li came. 

"Listen to Li Shao's arrangements today." Qin Yu pointed to his side. 

Xiao Li knew it, and moved his head across the table, waiting for Li Xiao's instructions. 

"A set of big dragons, four XOs, fruit plate, snacks, you can figure it out!" 

The old customers are carefully selected when they come, and they must explain everything from the 

drinks to the fruit plates and snacks. 

Let's put a little wine, and let the rest be arranged for sales. 

It can best show whether a salesperson is good enough to gain the trust of customers. 



Last time Xiao Li's arrangement was just right, and everyone else saw it. 

Otherwise, Li Xiao wouldn't let him make arrangements directly today. 

Encounter unreliable sales, and give you a bunch of things that no one touches at all. 

Does the eldest brother pay the bill or not, where do I put my face? 

"Okay, Shao Li, I must be satisfied with the arrangement for you." 

"Call a few more girls in." Li Xiao is going to arrange Xu Hao tonight. 

"Last time, your friend took away my two little sisters. What happened today?" 

He Yiyi wanted to laugh but not funny, so he could only find a topic to draw his attention away. 

"It might be true love!" Qin Yu said and laughed first. 

The true love of fart, this kid doesn't know which muscle is convulsed. 

Even when he meets true love, his opinion is the same as Li Xiao. 

A cat that is accustomed to fishy, can it not steal it? 

Who are you lie to? 

"Brother Yu, Brother Yu..." Xu Hao squeezed to him in a bluff. 

"I tell you, it's true this time, that girl is different from other girls." 

"Why is it different?" Qin Yu was also curious, what girl could make him do this. 

"She doesn't love my money, only my people." 

"???" Qin Yu vomited. 

What do you mean by people who don’t love your money, only love you. 

Besides, didn’t you get rejected? 

"That means your hand?" Qin Yu asked. 

"No, she disagrees." 

"Then love you ass, I think you drank too much." Qin Yu couldn't laugh or cry. 

"Don't ignore him, this kid's head is abnormal." Li Xiao dragged him back to his original position. 

"Sit down, I'll talk to Xiaoyu about business." 

Seeing that he was serious, Xu Hao slumped around on the sofa and found a comfortable position to lie 

down. 

"I heard that you are going to set up a company when you are scrapping?" 

This is the last time Qin Yushun said this when he ate skewers. 



"Correct." 

"Can the funds of me and Rat go from your company?" 

Seeing him frowning, Li Xiao explained: "Nothing else, mainly because he doesn't want to leave the 

company at home." 

Both the Li family and the Xu family are big families, and their families are prosperous. 

If the money goes to the family company, the accounts will definitely be concealed. 

When the time comes, let the family know how much money they have made, and they will definitely 

have to ask questions again, and the autumn wind is even more indispensable. 

It's all because of relatives, some can refuse, and some are really hard to refuse. 

"We want to keep the money we made, and come back to see if there is any good way." 

Li Xiao wanted to save all the principal and income this time, and then follow Qin Yu in the future. 

"Where are the soldiers?" 

Li Xiao only mentioned himself and Xu Hao, but did not mention Yang Chengjun. 

"He is the only seedling of the Yang family, and he speaks with weight." Li Xiao looked at Yang Chengjun 

with envy. 

If the situation in his family is the same as Yang Chengjun, why worry about not having this money. 

Don't look at the beautiful scenery outside, in fact, every family has hard-to-read sutras. 

Although Li Xiao is the eldest grandson here, the second uncle's family is in charge, and the second-born 

family who was trained as a successor is also in charge. 

Xu Hao's situation is even worse. There are two older brothers on the top and three younger brothers 

on the bottom. 

Each is backed by their parents, UU reading www. uukanshu.com his father has soft ears again. 

When the pillow wind blows over there, he will fall down wherever he goes. 

Simply unreliable. 

Therefore, Li Xiao and Xu Hao have always wanted to find opportunities to accumulate some capital for 

themselves. 

When Qin Yu agreed to give them a ride, why did Li Xiao and Xu Hao agree and Yang Chengjun hesitated 

instead? 

It's not that he has no money, but that he has no money himself. 

But as long as he speaks, millions of families will solve it without asking. 

Li Xiao and Xu Hao are different. The pocket money is fixed every month. 



Li Xiao, who helped take care of the family business, was able to receive a salary more than Xu Hao. 

As for wanting more money, just think about it. 

The fights and intrigues in the big family are not all rumors. 

 


